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Reptlrt on Mathematics Quiz

A tMathematics Quiz "NUMBER NINJA" was organized by the students of

Pedagogy of Mathematics, B.Ed. Semester l, session 2021-22 on January 6,

2022lftrursOay) in college auditorium for B.Ed l, M'ED I & lll and PGDGC I

classes, for those students who haven't studied mathematics after class X'

The main objective of this quiz was to give fun-filled mathematical experience

to the students. The quiz also focussed to covey that mathematics is a way of

thinking and problems can be solved just by applying logics'

A screening round was conducted at sharp 9:00 am with time limit of 15

minutes and total 16 students participated out of which top 1 0 students were

selected for further rounds on the basis of their speed and accuracy. Quiz was

enlightened by the presence of Dr' A.K. Sivastava, Principal and worthy

teachers. Five teams comprising two members each were selected by

Principal sir by lottery. The five teams were named after famous

mathematicians namelY

. Team Pythagoras

o Team Ramanujana

r Team Aryabhatta

o Team Bhaskara

o Team Brahmagupta

Dr. Ravneet Chawla and Dr. Balwinder Kaur were the judges for the quiz' The

quiz was conducted in five rounds: Number Detective, Tricky Triangles, Brain

Teaser, Back to basics, Shopping Ninja and for engaging audience there were

questions for audience round after every round. students participated with a

lot of enthusiasm showcasing their potential. Till Round 3, team Brahmagupta

led the Quiz.

ln Round 4, there was elimination, out of 5, only 3 teams proceeded to final

round. Eliminated teams were Team Aryabhatta & Team Bhaskara' Team

Brahamgupta led with total 11 points and declared winner' Team Ramanujan

bagged 2,0 position with 10 points and team Pythagoras got 3'd postion with 9



points. The prizes to the winning & the runner up teams as well as to the

winners of Audience round were handed over by respected judges' After that'

Dr. Balvyinder Kaur and Dr. Ravneet chawla shared their worthy words' The

quiz concluded with vote of thanks and National Anthem' overall NUMBER

NINJA, was a huge triumph and our motive to prove [\Iathematics = Fun was

achieved.
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